Read the text carefully.
Hello! My name is Peter and this is my
house.
My house is quite big. It has got two
floors - a ground floor and a first floor. It
has also got an attic and a basement.
On the ground floor there is the hall,
the kitchen, a pantry, the living room, a
big dining room and a toilet.
On the first floor there are three
bedrooms, one bathroom and a big
corridor. My bedroom is between my
parents’ bedroom and the bathroom. My
sister’s bedroom is in front of mine.
I love my bedroom, but I also like the attic. In the attic I keep some of my books and my old toys.
I like to spend my time there because it is very spacious and there is a big sofa there where I
sometimes take a nap.
In the basement is where we keep the washing machine, the drying machine and old stuff.
At the back of the house there is also the garage, where my parents park the family car, and a lovely
garden, with many green spaces, flowers, two swings and a small swimming-pool.
I love my house! It’s very comfortable and cozy.

A

Fill in the table about Peter’s house
Peter’s house

Number of floors
Rooms on the
ground floor.
Rooms on the
first floor

B

Match the antonyms.
big

●

●

new

love

●

●

crampy

old

●

●

hate

spacious

●

●

unpleasant

back

●

●

small

comfortable

●

●

front

cozy

●

●

uncomfortable

C

Answer the questions about the text.

1. Is Peter’s house big or small?
--------------------------------------------------2. How many floors are there?
--------------------------------------------------3. Has his house got an attic?
--------------------------------------------------4. Where is the living room?
--------------------------------------------------5. Where is his bedroom?
--------------------------------------------------6. Why does he like to be in the attic?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7. Where are the washing and drying machines?
--------------------------------------------------8. Has Peter’s house got a garage?
--------------------------------------------------9. What can you find in the garden?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10. How many bedrooms are there in his house?
--------------------------------------------------11. Does Peter like his house?
---------------------------------------------------
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